
On-Q
Universal Mounting Plate Kit
Part No. AC1040F

The Universal Mounting Plate Kit for plastic and metal enclosures is
an essential accessory for installers and homeowners seeking to
optimize their structured wiring set-up. This durable and versatile
mounting plate comes equipped with a set of keyhole and ratchet
clips, allowing for secure mounting of Home Theater and
Networking devices. The Universal Mounting Plate can also be
mounted to any surface for general mounting and organization,
making it a valuable tool for organizing a wide range of devices
around the home or office. Its reliable construction and secure
mounting options make it an ideal accessory for professional
installers seeking to enhance their wiring set-up.

Features & BenefitsFeatures & Benefits

Get rid of the clutter and mess in your structured wiring enclosures and
media boxes with The Universal Mounting Plate.

This handy accessory helps you organize and
manage networking and home theater components
in On-Q plastic and metal enclosures.

With a universal mounting pattern that works with On-Q and other
branded structured wiring enclosures and accessories, you have a variety
of mounting options to choose from. Whether you need to mount your
devices vertically or horizontally, this mounting plate has got you covered.

The Universal Mounting Plate is easy to install and
can be secured using screws to any surface for
general mounting and organization such as the
home office, gaming, home theater, and more.

Includes mounting plate, four grommets, four plungers, two keyhole clips,
two ratchet clips, and two metal enclosure mounting adapters.

 
 

SpecificationsSpecifications

General InfoGeneral Info

Product  LineProduct  Line On-Q ColorColor White

UPC NumberUPC Number 804428435143 Country Of OriginCountry Of Origin Taiwan, Province Of China

Applicat ion SectorApplicat ion Sector Commercial, Residential

DimensionsDimensions

Product  Weight  USProduct  Weight  US 0.592 lb Product  Depth USProduct  Depth US 0.89 in

Product  Height  USProduct  Height  US 12.0 in Product  Length USProduct  Length US 15.8 in
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